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Abstract— Nowadays, the concept of Business Intelligence 
(BI) is being implemented within many organizations 
around the globe. Organizations invest billions of US dollars 
aiming to improve their timeliness and quality of the input 
to the decision process, where BI is the targeted keyword. 
However, organizations are often faced with many 
challenges in achieving the expected outcomes of BI systems 
within their firms. Here, one of the most cumbersome 
obstacles is the organizations’ readiness toward BI systems. 
Therefore, it is highly justified to assess organization’s 
readiness toward BI systems to avoid any loss and to 
enhance the overall revenue. This paper presents a brief 
history on BI systems and the challenges of their 
implementation within organizations. A review and analysis 
of models for assessing organizations’ readiness toward BI 
systems is established to understand their weakness and 
strength points. Finally, this paper proposes a hypothesized 
framework for solving readiness assessment issues within 
organizations which will be evaluated in the coming studies. 

Keywords- business intelligence; business intelligence 
readiness; business intelligence success; hypothesized model; 
readiness factors; success factors. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The growing demand for Business Intelligence (BI) 

applications ignites researchers to keep on investigating 
this field over and over again [1][2]. BI applications and 
systems have become almost inevitable in enormous fields 
including mobile phones [3][4]. The ability and flexibility 
of BI in terms of performance management, data mining, 
monitoring business activities and traditional decision 
support, planning and budgeting, and business reporting 
make it as an attractive investing system [1][5]. 
Nevertheless, the concept of BI is not totally understood 
by the related community. Thus, defining the concept of 
BI is an important matter. BI has been defined in many 
ways in the literature, some of which are irrelevant to this 
study; however, the most relevant one here is having the 
right access to the right data or information needed to 
make the right business decisions at the right time [7].  

Historically, BI appeared as Management Information 
System (MIS) in the mid of 1960s. With the rapid 
development of computer technologies, Decision Support 
System (DSS) was appeared in 1970s [6].  The  
technology improvements and advancements kept 

improving to come up with executive information systems 
and Data Warehousing (DW) systems. However, the 
massive growing in the demand for a sophisticated DW 
system led the researchers to coin the term BI as a 
replacement [29]. Since then, BI systems are the 
predominant technology in use.  

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses 
the literature review and the attempts made for assessing 
organizations’ readiness toward BI systems. Section III 
presents the proposed hypothesized model and 
implementation methods. Finally, the concluded remarks 
and points are summarized in Section IV. 

II. LITRATURE REVIEW 

A. Organizations’ Readiness towards BI Systems 
BI is considered as a necessity for a lot of 

organizations. According to a survey done by Gartner 
Group in 2008, BI was considered as the top priority for 
CIOs [10]. In the same regard, the global spending on BI, 
analytics and performance management applications 
jumped 13.4 percent in 2010 to reach US$10.5 billion, 
according to figures released by analyst firm Gartner [11]. 
Having spent huge amounts on BI, a special care must be 
taken to ensure the Return of Investment (ROI) of BI 
systems. However, some studies show that the ROI of BI 
systems was questionable [12]. This is due to some 
challenges in the implementation of BI systems at 
organizations. The most cumbersome issue is organization 
readiness towards BI systems [9][13-15][19]. Therefore, 
the investigation of Readiness Factors (RFs) and Success 
Factors (SFs) which affect the performance of BI systems 
in real implementation is needed. 

B. Attempts for Modeling the Assessment of BI 
Readiness 
BI readiness can be defined as the degree to which a 

given company is prepared to make the changes that are 
necessary to capture the full business value of BI [12]. In 
this regard, to maintain a successful implementation of BI 
systems, two aspects have to be tackled, namely, the 
technical aspect and the business aspect. The technical 
aspect, delivering information to BI user community, has 
been investigated and well-understood, as it was the first 
to be considered. However, business aspect is relatively a 
new area of research [12][13][14]. The challenge here is 
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how to drive BI systems to deliver a good quality business 
value to the user. In addition, it should develop business 
methods to ensure that BI investments payoffs [12]. In 
doing so, an assessment for organizations’ readiness 
toward BI systems will have major contribution in 
reducing the high failure rate of BI project. Assessing 
organization’s readiness toward BI systems is still a hot 
research area which needs to be reinvestigated 
[14][16][17]. The key-points which can be summarized 
from the previous studies are: 

• discovering readiness factors and all related issues 
that may affect the successful implementation of BI 
system, 

• developing questionnaires and surveys to examine 
the organizations’ readiness based on discovered 
readiness factors, 

• building-up models for assessing organizations’ 
readiness toward BI systems. 

Nonetheless, the validation of previous research findings 
yet to be proven.  Thus, the consideration of all above key 
points is critical in describing the proposed scheme. 

The investigation of readiness factors goes back in 
time for about a decade or so. One of the first ideas in this 
field was coined in [15], where the authors described their 
vision in transforming some strategic lessons for managers 
who use technology to improve organizational 
performance. They also raised interesting questions about 
the means by which information technology can be used to 
gain competitive advantages. They proposed a DW called 
VISION that stored information about client behaviors, 
client buying preferences, and client value positions. They 
linked the information from VISION to other information 
collected from First American Corporation to improve the 
competitive stance. They came out to a conclusion that 
deploying information technology tools, e.g. DW systems 
will aspire to a radical change at the organization. 

As suggested in [15] B. Wixon and H. Watson carried 
on the research by proposing a cross sectional survey 
investigation for developing a model of DW success. They 
assumed in their study that there was a little empirical 
research about the implementation of the DW projects. 
They collected their data from managers and data suppliers 
from 111 organizations by mail questionnaire mainly on 
implementation factors and success of the DW. The model 
in their study is divided to three stages, namely, 
implementation factors, implementation success, and 
system success [16]. 

This study came out with the identification of a 
significant relationship between system quality and data 
quality factors and perceived net benefits. Thus, 
contributing to the way in which implementation SFs can 
be grouped together into organizational, project, and 
technical to more clearly communicate with kinds of 
effects implementation factors may have. In addition, they 
suggested that most of the traditional factors such as 
management support and resources affect the success of 
DW and provide further evidence for common success 
implementation factor. However, they declared that their 

models cannot be used to investigate DW without some 
modifications. 

As a consequence of previous attempts in modeling 
SFs, M. Hwang proposed a framework for analyzing SFs 
of the implementation of the DW [14]. In his study, the 
utility of the framework was illustrated by classifying SFs 
discussed in eight academic journal articles. The 
framework in this study identified several research 
opportunities that may benefit the practice and research of 
DW. Although, the study offered a valuable comparison 
and assessment for the SFs but the study lacks of a 
validation model for extensive study of further SFs. As a 
final recommendation, the researcher highlighted that all 
these factors shouldn’t be treated equally. In other words, 
the value of each one should have different weight, as they 
impact differently on the success of DW implementation.  

Up to this point, most researchers focused on DW other 
than BI. One of the earliest researches which connect BI 
systems with design and implementation strategies was 
presented in [18]. This research described the life cycle 
comprising various phases of a BI system. It also 
discussed the issues of implementation of BI in 
organizations based on a case study. Although, the study is 
considered as a pioneer in the field and has rich 
information about readiness factors but it doesn’t offer a 
real solution or model for BI assessment.  

A new theme was proposed in addressing Critical 
Success Factors (CSFs) for DW was presented in [19], 
where a survey was conducted to gain insight into DW 
success issues based on DW professionals’ answers. This 
study assumed that there were three interrelated questions 
link success factors and DW success which are: 

• What constitutes to DW success? 
• What factors contribute to DW success? 
• Which factors are related to which success 

measures? 
Based on these questions, the researchers developed 

their methodology which listed eight DW success 
measures, namely, ease of use, speedy information 
retrieval, more information , better quality information, 
improved productivity, better decisions, improved 
business process , and increased competitive positions. In 
addition to that, basing on 11 success factors, found in the 
literature, the study proposed that the success factors are 
related to four feasibility tests of information systems 
development projects, listed in table 1. It is interested to 
mention that, they used an indicator about how important 
each success factor is. This will later on determine which 
factors will be addressed the most. Moreover, for the 
success measures and success factors, the researchers used 
1-to-5 scale as a response to the questionnaire. Following 
the same scenario, the authors expanded their study to gain 
a better understanding of DW implementation success 
factors in [21] where they conducted a study on CSFs for 
DW implementation using survey method to collect the 
data on 11 implementation factors perceived by DW 
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Formal and adequate training  

Balanced team skills and composition 

Project planning and scope definition 

Building a pilot system and 
incremental change 

Data quality and reliable sources 

Formal selection of development tools 
and technology 

Modeling of dimensional data and 
metadata 

Top management support and 
sponsorship 

Presence of champion 

Formal and interactive user 
involvement 

Critical success 
factors for BI 

implementation 

professionals. The data was analyzed for identifying the 
best subset of variables using common criteria available in 
popular statistical packages such as Minitab. These criteria 
include R2, Cp, the total squared error and S, and the 
average prediction mean square error. Upon the analysis, 
the authors could affirm results in table 1 and contribute to 
the understanding of factors that impact DW success. 
However, the study was based on a survey of respondents 
of DW professionals; which means their perception on the 
success of the delivered system is probably not without 
bias. Thus, further research should include the views of the 
end users of DWs. Also, is interesting to mention that the 
relationships between success factors should be 
investigated and validated in order to have an extensive 
view on the overall behavior. 

As reviewed above, up to this point, not much of a 
research had been accomplished in addressing the factors 
that play critical roles in the implementation of an 
information system as well as BI systems. That what led 
W. Yeoh, A. Koronios, and J. Gao to propose an 
imperative approach for validating and addressing CSFs 
[20]. This approach was proposed to enable BI 
stakeholders to focus on the key issues that lead to 
successful BI systems’ implementations. In their method, 
the authors utilized the Delphi method to conduct two 
rounds of surveys with 10 BI system experts of 
engineering asset management organizations domain. 
Upon the first round of the survey, the authors could elicit 
many factors, however, 10 of them received a panel 
consensus of more than 70% were reported in their study. 
The 10 crucial CFSs are summarized in Fig 1. 

TABLE I.  SUCCESS FACTORS FOR DW [19] 

Feasibility Test of IS 
Development Project Success Factors 

Operational 

Clearly defined business needs/benefits 
Top management support
User involvement participation 

Technical 

Source-data quality 
Proper development technology 
Adequate IS staff and consultants 
Project management (team work) 

Schedule Practical implementation schedule
Proper planning/scoping of project 

Economic Adequate funding 
Measurable business benefits 

 
     W. Yeoh, A. Koronios, and J. Gao presented another 
attempt of developing a critical success factor frame work 
for implementing BI systems based on a Delphi study in 
engineering asset management organizations [22][23]. 
The authors in this research used the results of three 
rounds Delphi study with 15 BI systems experts in the 
domain of engineering assist management. They provided 
in their study a CSFs framework consist of seven 
dimension and 22 factors crucial for successful BI system 
implementation. The proposed critical dimensions are 
management commitment and championship, user 
oriented change management, business vision, project 
planning, team skills and composition, data and 
infrastructure related dimensions. It was revealed by their 
study a new trend towards multidimensional challenges in 
implementing BI systems. Interestingly, it was found that 
non-technical dimensions were perceived to be more 
important than the technological ones because the BI team 
considered then outside their direct control. Also, it was 
indicated that the 22 CSFs exist in the above mentioned 
seven major dimensions.  
     The maturity of the outcomes from the reviewed 
attempts has led Arnott to utilize the identified CSFs set 
to analyze the failure of a corporate DW/BI project and 
the subsequent of a smaller functional BI system [24]. 
The new in this study is the CSF analysis approach which 
was done within the project’s organizational context and 
in terms of the dynamics of CSF over the life of the 
project. The study used detailed case description made the 
organizational context clear. In addition, the data analysis 
was divided into three natural eras, the dynamic of the 
CSFs were also uncovered. The study contributed in more 
comprehensive understanding of the CSFs and their effect 
on the overall BI system performance. Dividing the case 
into three eras provided stronger evidence for the 
robustness of CSFs set than one round case study. The 
first limitation of this study is data collections and 
analysis reliability which could be improved by using a 
case protocol based on the theoretical background of the 
project. Secondly, there is a problem concerning 

Figure 1. CSFs for the implementation of BI systems [20]. 
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constructing the validity which could be minimized by 
multiple data sources, having participant validate 
transcripts , and through clarifying phone calls and email 
to participant. In addition to that, a single case study is not 
adequate in generalizing the results to other engagements. 
This could be overcome by using more one stage of study 
or extending the study to more than one project. 
     A relatively new theme was adopted in [13] to study 
CSFs for BI systems. The study followed two-stage 
qualitative approach where the authors utilized a previous 
three rounds Delphi method study to develop a CSFs 
framework crucial for BI systems implementation 
[22][23]. Next to that, the framework and associated CSFs 
were verified through five case studies of large and 
complex organizations. In the five case studies, the 
authors addressed CSFs from both business and 
technological prospective, and they came out with a result 
that non-technical factors, including organizational and 
process related factors, are more influential and important 
than technological and data related factors. They also 
highlighted that CSFs should not be applied to BI systems 
without giving careful consideration to the relevant 
contextual issues.  

It was shown that the technical, business, and 
managerial issues related to CSFs for BI implementation 
were extensively reviewed and widely addressed by a 
number of studies [9][16-19]. It is logical to raise the 
question are the CSFs discovered so far the solely role 
makers in successful implementation of BI? An attempt to 
answer this question was reformed in [2], where the 
authors adopted a research in documenting BI specific 
CSFs that industry partners, vendors or systems users 
have identified in their presentations at conferences, 
educational forms or formal user group meetings. The 
research analyzed the applicability of existing CSFs 
associated with the implementation of BI systems as an 
extension of an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). The 
aim was focused on determining how relevant these 
factors to each other and whether there are new success 
factors not previously documented by academic literature. 
A total of 9868 presentations were used as a source in this 
study. They mainly were located online or retrieved from 
conferences CDs. One of the important outcomes of this 
was identifying two CSFs were not previously reported, 
namely, training and changing management. 

Although a number of researches have addressed CSFs 
for implementing BI, but the lack of an extensive and 
universal model is still questionable. Therefore, studying 
weaknesses of previous studies is obviously the gate for 
any new reseach. It can be summarized from previous 
attempts the following weaknesses were noticed:  

• Addressing of an extensive and universal model 
to cope with all CSFs needs and considerations 
yet to be evaluated. 

• The CSFs which have been uncovered and 
addressed are not the only factors that may 

affect the success of BI implementation. In 
other words, the consideration of CSFs may fall 
in some issues related to bias in the judgment, 
lack of experience, business trends,and cultural 
effects. 

• Qualitative – quantitative survey models yet to 
be validated based on variety of organizations to 
prove or disprove the applicability of such 
models.  

III. PROPOSED HYPOTHESIZED MODEL 
In this section, the paper highlights the proposed attempt 
scheme to overcome the cumbersome issues discussed 
above by creating a hypothesized model based on selected 
and justified SFs, then the model will be used to these 
validated RFs based on survey results.  

A. Theoritical Framework 
Generating a model for assessing organizations’ 

readiness towards BI systems is not an easy task. As we 
have seen above, many researchers attempted to develop 
models for such purpose. The common point of those 
researches was based on what is called CSFs [13][14] [19] 
[2][22][23], Key Success Factors (KSFs) [26], 
Implementation Success Factors (ISFs) [30], SFs [24] [33] 
or Implementation Factors (IFs)[16] [21], while others 
preferred to call it Readiness Factors (RFs) [12] [28] [31] 
[33]. Generally, these names (CSF, KSFs, ISFs, SFs, IFs 
or RFs) refer to the factors that lead to successful 
implementation of BI systems and this is the aim of this 
study. These terms differ from success measurements of 
BI system performance, which will be beyond the scope of 
this study. As SFs play a critical role in forming any model 
aimed to assess the readiness of BI systems, it is then 
logical to address SFs and their related issues. In this 
regard, some of the researchers preferred to consider CSFs 
in their framework as dimensions of multiple factors 
[22][23], while others preferred to use the categorization 
of SFs to main and sub-factors [2] [16] [19]. In this study, 
we prefer to use the dimensions to encapsulate all related 
SFs under one dimension to facilitate reforming the 
theoretical framework.  

After considering previous studies, weakness points, 
users’ and vendors’ demands, technology scope, and etc., 
this paper takes into consideration all SFs and RFs 
dimensions listed in Table 2. Encapsulating all these 
dimensions in one framework reforms the proposed 
hypothesized framework of this paper. This framework is 
presented in Fig. 2. 

B. Methodolgy  
� Population and samples 

The sampling method used in this study is probabilistic 
and randomization. The respondents of this study will be 
business and IT managers from organizations in Malaysia. 
40 participants or more will be targeted for the first round 
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survey, while for the second round survey 200 or more 
participants will be targeted. 
� Research instruments 

A questionnaire consisting of items that measure 
organization’s readiness toward BI systems will be 
developed to suit this particular study. A seven-point 
Likert scale questions asking the respondents for their 
indication of the degree of importance for the readiness 
factors/success factors constituting the constructs in the 
questionnaire will be used. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

� Data Collection 
Two rounds survey based on Malaysian Organizations 

Context (MOC) will be conducted in which a pilot study 
will be the first, and the second round will be partially 
based on the responses to the pilot study. Therefore, in this 
section, pilot study elements will be presented and the 
discussion of the second round will be delayed after 
conducting the pilot study. The surveys will be conducted 
through both an online based survey and hand collected 
surveys. 
� Data Analysis 

The results from the pilot study will be presented in a 
response to a seven point likert scale. These results will be 
fed as inputs to SPSS 16.0 and AMOS 16.0 software. The 

outputs will be represented in validating the importance of 
each factor as percentage of weight. Based on the 
validated weights, the next round survey will be re-
designed and conducted to ensure the accuracy of the 
model. 
� Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

Structure Equation Modeling (SEM) is a family of 
statistical models that seek to explain the relationships 
among multiple variables which will be used in this study. 
Two-step structural equation modeling approaches will be 
applied to analyze the data such as Confirmatory Factor 
Analysis (CFA) to validate the measurement models and 
full-fledged structural model to estimate the casual 
relationships among the constructs. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a brief review and discussion of BI system 

was conducted. An insight of business and technical issues 
related to BI was described and highlighted. The paper 
furthered the investigation into the obstacles and 
challenges faced by organizations in implementing BI 
systems. Throughout this paper, it was shown that there 
are some factors deteriorate BI system performance and 
lead to a huge loss in the invested money. These factors, 
techno-business, are mostly based on the lack of 

Dimension Readiness Factors (RFs) and Success Factors 
(SFs) 

Management  
 

Management support and  sponsorship [16] 
[20][29] 
Adequate resources [16] 
Presence of champion [31] 
Management decision quality [24][26] 

User  

User participation/involvement [16][23]
User education and training  
User comitment [27] 
User satisfaction [32] 
User support [28][30] 

Business  

Strategic BI vision [9][23] 
Well-established business case [23] 
Clearly defined business need [31] 
Measurable business benefits [17][25] 
Business-driven BI initiatives [23] 

Project  

Planning and scope definition [23] 
Adoptiong of incremental delivery approch [23] 
Building a pilot system [31] 
Project schedule [25] 

Teamwork  
Team skills [31] 
External consultants  
Business domain committed experise [9] 

Infrastructure  

Source systems [16] [23] 
Technical framework [23] 
Development of technology and tools [16] 
System functionality [27] 
BI tools [29] 
BI cost [27][25] 
BI system usability [27] 
Problem space match [28] 

Data  
Data quality and reliable resources [16][20]  
Modeling of dimensional data and meta-data  
Information area readiness [9] 

TABLE II. RFS AND CSFS (DIMENSIONS) AND THEIR SFS

Figure 2. The proposed hypothesized framework. 

- Management support and 
sponsorship 

- Adequate resources 
- Presence of Champion 
- Management Decision 

Quality 

Management Related Dimension User related dimension 
- User participation/ 

involvement  
- User education and training 
- User commitment & 
support 
- User’ satisfaction 

Project Related Dimension

- Planning and scope 
definition 

- Adoption of incremental 
delivery approach 

- Project schedule  

Business Related Dimension 

- Strategic BI vision  
- Well-established business 

case 
- Measurable business 

benefits 
- Business-driven BI 

initiatives 
 

Teamwork Related Dimension 
- Team skills 
- External consultants 
- Business & technical domain 

committed expertise 
Infrastructure related Dimension 

- Technical framework 
- Development of 

technology and tools 
- System functionality 
- BI system usability  
- BI costs 

 
 

Data Related Factors

- Source systems  
- Data quality and reliable 

resources  
- Modeling of dimensional data 

and metadata 
- Information area readiness 

Questionnaire Results & Analysis 

Organizations’ Readiness Toward Business Intelligence Systems 
Implementation 
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organizations’ readiness toward BI systems. Thus, the 
paper reviewed and investigated some possible scenarios 
that may affect the readiness for BI systems. Further, upon 
the investigation, it was shown that there is a need for an 
extensive model, which addresses all readiness factors to 
evaluate the level of readiness and awareness of 
organizations willing to implement BI systems. Therefore, 
a framework for a model assessing organizations’ 
readiness toward BI systems was proposed. The paper also 
discussed the methodology which will be conducted to test 
the proposed framework based on a survey within the 
context of Malaysian organizations. The result of the first 
round will be used to further the exploration for 
accomplishing the complete comprehensive model. 
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